Unified Communications
Managed Services
The Service Level you Need, When you Need it.
Choose the service level and brand of UC that best suits your business goals.

Your Uni ed Communications is Mission Critical
What once was a “nice-to-have”—the ability for team members to work remotely—is now an integral part of the core
corporate infrastructure and business continuity as a whole.
From continuous internal team member connectivity to, more importantly, the ability to interact with customers without
disruption, UC is now the epicenter of business communications. This means that internal teams must place an even
greater effort on ensuring that the UC infrastructure is continually running at peak performance—all while simultaneously
maintaining all other aspects of the corporate IT infrastructure.

Why Uni ed Communications Managed Services
The need for professional, comprehensive Unified Communications (UC) Managed Services has skyrocketed.
It’s the perfect solution to alleviate the workload placed on IT, all while ensuring business continuity and customer
communications. Our Uni ed Communications (UC) Managed Services offering is a fully transparent co-managed
relationship where our team becomes an integral part of your team. At every step, we maintain an in-depth and loyal
connection, all while openly sharing our processes and best practices.

From Reactive to Proactive—We Deliver
At Stack8, we understand that every organization has completely different needs.
We have purpose-built our Uni ed Communications (UC) Managed Services to support you as little or as much as you
need. Whether you simply need insurance, all the way through to comprehensive management and everything in
between—whatever your need, we can help you with what you need now, all while helping you evolve as you grow

It’s About So Much More Than Just Expertise
For so many companies, it’s easy to list all of the certi cations, years in business, etc., that make up the totality of
expertise. And just like any solution provider, we have years of experience, every certi cation, and every
credential that one could request.
However, for us expertise means far more than just years of experience and credentials. Far more important are our
processes; our business insights derived from working with hundreds of the world’s top companies; our crossindustry expertise; and our human-centric approach when working with our customers—always placing their best
interests at the forefront of every decision, project, and desired outcome.
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+1 888 940 148

